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Abstract: 

 Innovative communication and Instrumentation technologies integrated into modern vehicles offer an opportunity for better 

assistance to the peoples injured in traffic accidents. Recent studies shows how communication capabilities should be supported by 

artificial intelligence systems capable of automating many of the decisions to be taken by emergency services, thereby adapting 

the rescue resources to the severity of the accident and reducing assistance time. To improve the overall rescue process, a fast and 

accurate estimation of the severity of the accident represent a key point to help emergency services better estimate the required 

resources. This Paper proposes a novel intelligent system which is able to automatically detect the road accidents and estimate the 
effect of accident in particular vehicle. Our system consist of most relevant sensors to detect the location of the accident and 

what’s happen to that vehicle and persons along for the ride. Its  showing that our system can notably reduce the time needed to 

alert and deploy emergency services after an accident takes place.  

 

Index Terms: Wireless communication, Accident Estimation, Major & Minor Accident.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When we compare the past years with current year, the total 

number of vehicles in our roads has experienced a 

remarkable growth, making traffic density higher and 

increasing the drivers’ attention requirements. The 
immediate effect of this situation is the dramatic increase of 

traffic accidents on the road, representing a serious problem 

in most countries. As an example, one serious road accident 

in the country occurs every minute and 16 die on Indian 

roads every hour. 1214 road crashes occur every day in 

India. Two wheelers account for 25% of total road crash 

deaths.20 children under the age of 14 die every day due to 

road crashes in in the country. 377 people die every day, 

equivalent to a jumbo jet crashing every day. Two people die 

every hour in Uttar Pradesh – State with maximum number 

of road crash deaths. Tamil Nadu is the state with the 
maximum number of road crash injuries Top 10 Cities with 

the highest number of Road Crash Deaths (Rank –Wise): 

Delhi (City), Chennai, Jaipur, Bengaluru, Mumbai, Kanpur, 

Lucknow, Agra, Hyderabad, Pune. Source of Information: 

National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Road Transport 

& Highway, Law commission of India, Global status report 

on road safety 2013To reduce the number of road fatalities, 

vehicular networks will play an increasing role in the 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) area. Most ITS 

applications, such as road safety, fleet management, and  

aviation, will rely on data exchanged between the vehicle 

and the roadside infrastructure , or even directly between 
vehicles . The integration of sensor capabilities on-board of 

vehicles, forecast significant improvements in terms of 

safety in the near future. 

  

Many of the manual decisions taken nowadays by 

emergency services are based on incomplete or inaccurate 

data, which may be replaced by automatic systems that adapt 

to the specific characteristics of each accident. A preliminary 

assessment of the severity of the accident will help 

emergency services to adapt the human and material 

resources to the conditions of the accident, with the 
consequent assistance quality improvement. In this paper, we 

take advantage of the use of latest instrument’s sensors to 

collect precise information about road accidents that is then 

used to estimate the severity of the collision. We propose an 

estimation based on data mining classification algorithms, 

trained using historical data about previous accidents. Our 

proposal does not focus on directly reducing the number of 

accidents, but on improving post collision assistance.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents the architecture of our proposed automatic system to 
improve accident assistance. Sections 3  provide details of 

the sensors and control units . Section 4 presents the 

implemented prototype built to test our system and evaluates 

the obtained results of the validation process. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes this paper.  

 

2.    OUR PROPOSAL 

Our approach collects the information available when a 

traffic accident occurs, which is captured by sensors installed 

onboard the vehicles. The data collections are structured in a 

packet, and forwarded to a remote Control Unit through a 

combination of two Zigbee wireless communication module 
. Based on this information, our system directly estimates the 

accident severity by comparing the found data with 

information coming from previous accidents stored in a 

database. This information is of utmost importance, for 

example, to determine the most suitable set of resources in a 

rescue operation. Since we want to consider the information 
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obtained just when the accident occurs, to estimate its 

severity immediately, we are limited by the data 

automatically retrievable, omitting other information, e.g., 

about the driver’s degree of attention, drowsiness, etc. 

Fig. 1. Architecture of our proposed system for automatic 

accident notification and assistance using vehicular 

networks. 

 

   2.1     ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

Our proposed system consists of several components with 

different functions Fig.1. Firstly, vehicles should incorporate 

with an On-Board unit (OBU) responsible for: (i) Detecting 
when and where there has been a potentially dangerous 

impact for the occupants, (ii) collecting available 

information coming from sensors in the vehicle, and (iii) 

communicating the situation to a Central Control Unit 

(CCU) that will accordingly address the handling of the 

warning notification. Next, the notification of the detected 

accidents is made through a combination of both 

communications modules. Finally, the destination of all the 

collected information is the Control Unit; it will handle the 

warning notification, estimating the severity of the accident, 

and communicating the incident to the appropriate 
emergency services. 

 

The OBU devices must be technically and economically 

feasible, as its adoption in a wide range of vehicles could 

become massive in a near future. In addition, this system 

should be open to future software updates. The information 

exchange between the OBUs and the CCU is made through 

the wireless communication, either through other vehicles 

acting as wireless gateways, or by reaching infrastructure 

units (Road-Side Units, RSU) that provide this service. If the 

vehicle does not get direct access to the CCU on its own, it 

can generate messages to be broadcast by nearby vehicles 

until they reach one of the aforementioned communication 

paths. These messages, when disseminated among the 

vehicles in the area where the accident took place, also serve 

the purpose of alerting drivers traveling to the accident area 

about the state of the affected vehicle, and its possible 
interference on the normal traffic flow. Our proposed 

architecture provides: (i) direct communication between the 

vehicles involved in the accident, (ii) automatic sending of a 

data file containing important information about the accident 

to the Control Unit, and (iii) a preliminary and automatic 

assessment of the damage of the vehicle and its occupants, 

based on the information coming from the involved vehicles, 

and a database of accident reports. According to the reported 

information and the preliminary accident estimation, the 

system will alert the required rescue resources to optimize 

the accident assistance. 

 

  3.   On-Board Unit Structure 

The main objective of the proposed OBU lies in obtaining 

the available information from sensors inside the vehicle to 

determine when a dangerous situation occurs, and reporting 

that situation to the nearest Control Unit, as well as to other 

nearby vehicles that may be affected. Fig. 2 shows the OBU 

system, which relies on the interaction between sensors, the 

data acquisition unit, the processing unit, and wireless 

interfaces. We are using PIC Microcontroller for control and 

access the automatic system. Apart from microcontroller we 

are using vibration sensor, pressure sensor, accelerometer, 
LCD,  GPS module and other fine electronic components. 

The entire circuit board will going to fix in onboard vehicle. 

The vibrating sensor which is connected with 

microcontroller used to detect the vibration of the vehicle. 

The range of the natural vibration, normal vibration and 

abnormal vibration limits are preprogrammed in the 

microcontroller. If the vehicle moving on road with normal 

speed and normal vibration our microcontroller will not pass 

any message to the user, if the vehicle vibration increased to 

abnormal vibration due to improper road condition or going 

in irregular roads it will pass a message to user, here we 

programmed like “ minor accident “. 

 

Fig. 2. On-board unit structure diagram. 
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of OBU 

 

The Pressure or force resistive sensor which also connected 

with microcontroller and used to detect the force applied on 

motor vehicle. As like vibrating sensor the natural force 
applied on sensor, normal force and abnormal force applied 

on sensor ranges are preprogrammed in the microcontroller. 

Consider we place these force resistive sensor one or more in 

vehicle front , back , and sides if the vehicle will hit into any 

object or any other vehicle the change in force on the sensor 

is measured and transferred to microcontroller based on the 

programming the controller will delivers the output to the 

user, here we programmed like “ major accident “. 

 

The accelerometer sensor which also connected with 

microcontroller and used to detect phase shift of the  motor 
vehicle. The accelerometer fixed and programmed in normal 

position of the vehicle axis (X, Y, Z) As like vibrating sensor 

our microcontroller can differentiate the natural phase shift 

of the  sensor, and abnormal phase shift of the sensor. If the 

vehicle moving phase changes based of  normal X-Axis , Y-

Axis and Z-Axis the microcontroller will delivers the output 

to the user, here we programmed like “ major accident “.

  

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based 

navigation system that provides location and time 

information in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near 

the Earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four 
or more GPS satellites. Which is connected with our 

microcontroller to find out the exact accident location. 

 

3.1 Central Control Unit Structure  
The Central Control Unit (CCU) is associated to the 

response center in charge of  receiving notifications of 

accidents from the OBUs installed in vehicles. In particular, 

the Control Unit is responsible for dealing with warning 

messages, retrieving information from them, and notifying 

the emergency services about the conditions under which the 

accident occurred. One of the most important modules in the 
Control Unit is in charge of the Accident Severity 

Estimation, i.e., providing a relative measure of the potential 

effect of the collision on the integrity of the vehicles and 

people involved. To obtain this estimation, we make use of 

historical information about previous accidents contained in 

an existing database, through a process of Knowledge 

Discovery in Databases. 

 

4. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND 

VALIDATION 

 
To test the correctness of the proposed design, a prototype 

was built using low cost off-the-shelf devices. We measured 

the capacity of the system for correctly detecting and 

notifying the accident to the Central Control Unit, and the 

generation of appropriate severity estimations from the 

collected data. The Data Acquisition Unit of the OBU was 

built using an PIC microcontroller, programmed to 

periodically collect data from in-vehicle sensors. Basically, 

these sensors are accelerometers, Pressure Sensor, and 

vibration Sensor that indicate the severity of the impacts 

received by the automobile. The OBU Processing Unit in our 

prototype. 
 

The vehicle position obtained using a GPS device. The 

Central Control Unit prototype for the initial tests was built 

using Labview software components, allowing fast 

prototyping with little cost. The reception/interpretation 

module was implemented using the “C” programming 

language. This module acts as a concurrent server, creating 

different execution threads to handle each message received, 

which allows exploiting multiprocessor or multicomputer 

architectures. Due to low cost implementation, this Prototype 

was Validated by testing the sensors individually  in the 
OBU and done only few status or estimation of data mining 

in the CCU like Major Accident & Minor Accident. 

 

 Table 1: OBU Sensors Testing & Observed Result 

 

Sl. 

No 
Sensor Testing Done Result 

1 
Vibration 

Sensor 

Keep the 

Sensor in ideal 

condition 

Found No 

Warning message 

in LCD  

2 
Vibration 

Sensor 

Manually 

shake (vibrate)  

the sensor 

Found Warning 

message in LCD “ 

Minor Accident”  

3 

Force 

Sensitive 
Sensor 

Keep the 

Sensor in ideal 
condition 

Found No 

Warning message 
in LCD  

4 

Force 

Sensitive 

Sensor 

Manually 

apply force on  

the sensor 

Found Warning 

message in LCD 

“ Major 

Accident”   

5 
Accelerome

ter 

Keep the 

Sensor in 

Normal - 

Straight 

condition 

Found No 

Warning message 

in LCD  

6 
Accelerome

ter 

Manually 

change the 

Axis of the 

sensor by 
tilting the PCB 

Found Warning 

message in LCD 

“ Major 

Accident”   
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Fig. 6. Prototype Assembly 

 

5.     CONCLUSION 
The new technologies integrated into the automotive sector 

offer an opportunity for better assistance to people injured in 

traffic accidents, reducing the response time of emergency 

services, and increasing the information they have about the 

incident just before starting the rescue process. To this end, 

we designed and implemented a prototype for automatic 

accident notification and assistance based on two nodes 

communications. However, the effectiveness of this 

technology can be improved with the support of intelligent 

systems which can automate the decision making process 

associated with an accident. 
This estimation can be done by using historical data from 

previous accidents using a Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases process. Most of the existing work focused on 

data mining in traffic accidents is based on data sets where a 

very limited preprocessing and transformation were 

performed. The Speed of the vehicle and the status of the 

airbag is also very useful in the estimation, since situations 

where it was not necessary to deploy the airbag rarely 

produce serious injuries to the passengers. To this end, we 

developed a prototype that shows how inter-vehicle 

communications can make accessible the information about 

the different vehicles involved in an accident. Moreover, the 
positive results achieved on the real tests indicates that the 

accident detection and severity estimation algorithms are 

robust enough to allow a mass deployment of the proposed 

system. 
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